Direct UVC Disinfection
Nightly Disinfection of Shared Desks
So they are Sanitized and Virus-Free
for the Next Day's Use

ENSURING A VIRUS FREE
WORK ENVIRONMENT

EVERY DAY

Independent lab results show that a Uvio Light at each shared desk, kills a
minimum of 99.25% of all harmful viruses, germs, and bacteria every night to
sanitize the keyboard, mouse, and entire desktop work area for the next days use

WORKPLACE SAFETY
must now include a

VIRUS PROTECTION PLAN
• Hybrid work increases desk-sharing
• Clinical evidence shows that shared keyboards can be
responsible for virus transmission*
• According to the CDC, DHS and WHO, infected droplets can live
on surfaces for up to 3 days and can infect others*
• Manual cleaning proven to miss up to 50% of surface areas*
• Disinfecting wipes are rarely used correctly, and if not, just
spread germs across desktop*
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EMPLOYEES NEED TO FEEL
SAFE AT WORK
to be effective in the office

A sleek and stylish UVC Germicidal
Disinfection Lamp that tool-lessly attaches to
the top of any computer monitor
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The

Dual Safety features, including heat and motion
sensors, shut Uvio down immediately to prevent
any possible exposure to UVC, which can be
harmful.

App

The programmable, encrypted
App downloads to any
phone to activate every Uvio Light in the organization.
The
App creates a Disinfection Record to help protect
the company for any liability due to negligence

UVC Light Has Been Killing Viruses
For Over 100-Years
•

Invented in the 19th century

•

For using UVC light to cure skin tuberculosis, the inventor won the Nobel
Price in Medicine in 1903

•

Used to purify most of the world's water supplies, dating back to 1908
(Marseilles, France)

•

Also used as a disinfectant in hospitals, food preservation, waste water
treatment, public transportation, air sterilization systems, and commercial
kitchens
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